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Introduction 

 

Biomechanical analyses can be performed in many ways, using one or a multitude of devices dependent 

upon what variables are of interest during the data collection process. The type of devices used will 

depend on the purpose of the research and what questions need to be asked. Three-dimensional (3D) 

movement analysis is a common tool used by researchers in biomechanics to quantify movement during 

gait analysis, sport performance, or equipment design to name a few. 

Three-dimensional movement analysis can be performed with video-based systems (i.e. standard or 

high-speed video cameras) or with specially designed cameras that can track marker trajectories in three 

dimensions (i.e. passive opto-reflective or active motion capture systems). To analyse movements in 

three dimensions a minimum of two cameras are needed, however to maximise your motion capture 

volume, multiple cameras are recommended.  

Vicon hardware, along with Nexus motion capture software, provides a comprehensive biomechanical 

means to capture 3D motion data. The hardware allows data to be captured in conjunction with other 

peripheral devices commonly used in advanced human motion analysis (e.g. EMG, force plates). The 

software provides a user-friendly interface whereby these peripheral devices can be integrated and 

collected simultaneously with 3D motion data. 

This manual introduces the user to the principles of 3D data capture using Vicon products. Users will 

gain an understanding of the importance of understanding how to setup and manage the hardware, 

whilst familiarising themselves with the software interface and data collection procedures.
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Vicon Software: Getting to know Nexus  

Nexus Interface 

Consists of four main panes: 

- Resources: adjust hardware/system settings and subject details 

- Workspace: visualise camera feeds and data collection 

- Tools: capture, edit and analyse data 

- Communications 

o Organises your data and capture sessions, by owner, by project, by subject etc., 

o Transfer files from Vicon camera devices (i.e. Vue), 

o Manage IMU device connections and data exporting, 

o Incorporate MATLAB scripts, 

o Batch process trials with predefined or custom pipelines. 

  

1 2 3 
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Resources Panel 

Core Processor – Change between Live and Offline mode 

It is important to note that there are two Core Processors in Nexus, an Online (Live) and Offline mode.  

- The Online Core Processor influences the real-time data handling by the software and determines how the 2D 

data being captured from the Vantage/Vero cameras is processed for live view.  

- The Offline Core Processor manages how the 2D data that has already been captured and saved will be 

processed. This is where any post processing is performed. 

Each processors’ settings are dependent upon factors such as movement performed, number of cameras and markers, 

and the quality of your calibration. These numbers can change from a day-to-day basis, even for the same marker 

placement and data capture.  

System Tab 

The Nexus System tab contains all the hardware and peripheral devices associated with your capture setup. Within the 

System tab, you can select and adjust the properties of the attached system hardware. 

Local Vicon System 

- Sets Vicon Vantage camera capture frequency 

- Real-time reconstruction parameters 

1. System 

a. Requested Frame Rate (Hz) 

Capture rate you want to record at 

b. Actual Frame Rate 

Occasionally the requested sample rate cannot be provided, usually due 

to a device sample rate incompatibility. Hover over the yellow 

exclamation symbol for more information 
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c. Preferred Master 

Sync master – Vicon device whose clock is considered the master for all 

other. If you have a Lock, this should be set to master; if not leave on 

Automatic 

d. Buffer Size 

Reserved space on local disk for buffering data during capture. Unless 

there is a critical shortage of space this can be set to 1024 MB (max) 

e. Buffer Reserve 

Ratio of the Buffer dedicated to Vicon devices – if you have many force 

plates, EMGs, etc you can slide this down 

f. Reboot All – reboot all connected Vicon equipment 

g. Minimize Latency – reduce real-time view quality to improve data 

throughput (i.e. to SDK) 

2. Genlock and Timecode 

Advanced users only 

3. General 

a. Processing Level Output 

4. Grayscale Circle Fitting 

See Section Data Preparation for details on 5-7 

5. Reconstruction 

6. Trajectory Tracking 

7. Labelling 

8. OSC Stream 

Advanced users only 
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Vicon Cameras (e.g. Vantage, Vero, MX, T-series) 

- Lists detected cameras 

o GREEN PLAY BUTTON: connected, receiving data 

o GREY PLAY BUTTON: connected, not receiving data 

o RED CROSS: not connected 

o Yellow pause: disabled 

o YELLOW WARNING SYMBOL: various error codes 

o NO SYMBOL: device no longer part of system (unplugged or 

turned off) 

Video Cameras 

- Connected DV (digital video) cameras 

 

Vicon Connectivity 

- Shows whether Lock Lab/Studio is connected 

Devices 

- Analogue via Lock Lab – includes force plates, EMG 

- Digital – requires a.vdd plugin, available for common equipment systems 

 

 

Click once on a camera or sub-heading to adjust its properties in the bottom portion. Holding ctrl or shift and selecting 

multiple cameras allows quick adjustment for many cameras. Right clicking will bring up extra options for many of the 

options listed. 
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Vicon Camera Settings  

Selecting each camera or a group of cameras allows you to adjust 

their settings: 

- Strobe Intensity – for most applications leave fully on (1). 

Set higher in bright environments and lower in dark. Too 

much infrared light will create problems in low light. 

- Sensor Mode – choose between windowing (Default) or 

subsampling (High Speed) when capturing at higher frame 

rates. Windowing crops the camera’s field of view (FoV) 

while maintaining resolution, and vice versa for 

subsampling – maintains FoV but decreases resolution. 

- Grayscale Mode settings – the type of pixel data the 

camera is sending through to the PC. Set to ALL when 

adjusting thresholds and strobe intensities, switch to AUTO 

or NONE during calibration and data collection. 

- Threshold – how sensitive the individual camera is to 

reflecting points of infrared light. Adjust to get minimum background noise but all applied markers. 

- Minimum Circularity Ratio – how ‘circular’ a grayscale blob has to be before it is registered as a marker. If you 

are using hemispherical markers you may decrease this as few cameras will see the hemispheres as close to 

circular. 
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Nexus Capture Workflow 

Prepare your System for Capture 

1. Position the Vicon cameras in the desired locations to capture the movement performance 

a. Place calibration wand in the volume and markers to cover the area of interest 

 

2. Adjust the settings of each camera to ensure good grayscale images are achieved 

a. Ensure Grayscale setting is set to 

‘All’ when adjusting settings; 

white pixels in centre of circle, 

fading to grey on circle outline 

b. Change this setting back to 

‘Auto’ once the cameras are 

adjusted 

 

Steps 3-7 take place in the ‘System Preparation’ node; 
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3.  Apply mask to Vicon cameras – allow time to ensure all cameras are masked properly 
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4.  Calibrate Vicon Cameras 

- Select the desired calibration Wand 

(ensure appropriate wand is 

selected – for most users this is 

Active Wand v2) 

- 1500 – 2000 frames is usually plenty 

for Vantage cameras 

- Check Image error (< 0.3 desirable) 

- If a camera doesn’t appear to pick up wand, 

check thresholds and manual camera 

settings (F-stops, etc.) 

 

5.  Set the volume origin 

a.  Set floor plane (if desired) 

b.  Auto number cameras (if desired) 

 

6. Zero any analogue devices and test their 

operation 

 

NB. To assist with a smooth and trouble-free data 

collection session, the setup and calibration of your 

Vicon hardware should be done prior to the subject 

arriving. 
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Session Set Up and Subject Preparation 

Session Folders 

Vicon Software needs an ‘active session’ to record data to. You can set up a session in the Data Management window or 

select an existing one! 

In the Data Management window, create a session where the data will be stored 

under and enter any headings. If this is the first time using Vicon software on this 

computer, you may need to set up a database and create Project and Participant 

levels. Then you can create a session to record data to, ensure it is highlighted to 

make it ‘active’. If no session is active (i.e. selected), you won’t be able to collect data (hover over greyed out buttons to 

see information on why they are disabled) 

 

Subject Preparation and Calibration 

This section refers to capture and calibration steps after you have marked-up your participant with your selected marker 

set. For more information on the UWA marker set see here. 

1. Create a blank subject, name your creation appropriately 

a. You will need a labelling skeleton template (VST) attached for the 

subsequent steps – there are different variations of the UWA VST. 

These are mainly: 

i. Lower body (includes pelvis by default) 

1. Most applicable when you are only assessing lower body kinematics and kinetics. 

ii. Lower body + trunk 
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1. Addition of the trunk can be utilised when assessing predominately a lower body 

movement where the trunk can be treated as a rigid body segment. For example, you 

may be assessing changes in knee moments during sidestepping, and you also want to 

measure trunk alignment. 

iii. Upper body (trunk + arms) 

1. This VST should be used when you are analysing movements of the upper body – for 

example elbow kinematics in cricket bowling.  

iv. Full body (lower body + trunk + arms) 

1. For any analysis of lower body and upper body kinetic and kinematic within the same 

session and movement trials you require this VST.  

Depending on the outputs needed you will have to select which VST you will use. All these VSTs should have been 

provided to you in a shared folder or in a download link – please contact the UWA team if you have not received access 

to these. 

 

At this point you can collect data: 

2. Navigate to the ‘Subject Preparation’ node in the Tools window 

3. Capture a static A-pose trial, 5 s will be sufficient. The software will now take you offline 

4. Reconstruct trial, ensure ALL MARKERS are present 

 

If you want to take advantage of live labelling and autolabelling, you will now need to calibrate your VST. For more 

information on VSTs see this section. For live labelling and autolabelling follow step 5, if you don’t want to live label 

move on to step 6: 

5. Go to pipeline ‘Auto Initialize Labelling’  

a. Try running the first operation ‘Autolabel Static Frame’ – ensure markers are labelled correctly 

(CTRL+Space turns marker labels on); if any markers are incorrectly labelled, fix manually or reconstruct 

trial again and manually label  

b. Once fully labelled, run the second operation ‘Scale Subject’ to scale the VSK to the person (you can 

visualise what happens here by running the KinFit button on the top toolbar before scaling) 

c. Finally, run ‘Marker-Only Subject Calibration’ 

 

6. Save the subject and the static trial. 
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7. Capture any remaining calibration trials (dependent on your modelling requirements, ensure you figure this out 

before your data capture session!). You can find further details on these trials here. 

• Functional joint trials such as squats or hip swingers 

• Additional static poses 

 

Other skeleton calibration operations are: 

• Static Skeleton Calibration – performs scaling and marker calibration in one 

• Functional Skeleton Calibration – performs scaling and marker calibration in one, taking into account 

positions of markers throughout a trial. If you have a range of motion trial you can further refine your 

skeleton by calibrating it with the movements of the joints. WARNING: if your participant exceeds the 

joint ROM used to calibrate the skeleton during the dynamic trials it can prevent autolabelling. 

• Functional Skeleton Calibration (Markers Only) – performs marker calibration only, across an entire trial   

 

Check and double check that all markers required for each calibration trial are present during data capture! 

If in doubt, capture another trial! 
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UWA Subject Calibration procedures 

The version of the UWA Model (i.e. Full-body, lower-body or upper-body) that you are using in your research will 

determine what static calibration trial(s) need to be captured. 

Required Calibration Trials  

All modelling techniques require: 

1. Static trial – The subject is required to adopt the A-pose, which is standing in the anatomical position, with the 

posterior part of their feet (their heel) along the x-axis of the force plate. The participant’s toes will be pointing 

along the y-axis, with their toes pointing in the direction of the movement. 

If using the pointer method, you additionally require: 

2. Pointer trials – The pointer device is used to accurately identify lateral and medial aspects of the condyles on the 

humerus and femur.  

a. L/R lateral femoral condyle (pLLFC, pRLFC) 

b. L/R medial femoral condyle (pLMFC, pRMFC) 

c. L/R lateral elbow epicondyle (pLLEL, pRLEL) 

d. L/R medial elbow epicondyle (pLMEL, pRMEL) 
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The pointer is used to identify anatomical landmarks with respect to the marker cluster of the associated segment (e.g. 

Left femoral condyle relative to the Left thigh cluster). Therefore, it is imperative that all 6 markers on the pointer in 

addition to the markers of the associated cluster are captured in these trials. The pointer is labelled with the first marker 

(PNTR1) being the closest to twelve o’clock, with the marker closest to the subject labelled as what the device is pointing 

to (e.g. pLLFC). Collect one trial for each landmark that needs to be identified. 

If using functional methods, you additionally require: 

3. Functional joint trials – These trials are required to calculate the functional axis of rotation or functional hip joint 

centre. You can find more details on SCoRE/SARA methods here. 

a. Lower body functional SCoRE and SARA operations: 

i. Left/Right Hip swingers 

1. Whilst the subject is balancing on one leg, move the free-swinging limb through a range 

of motion about the hip. If able to do so, a suggested pattern is to make a star-like 

pattern involving flexion-extension and adduction/abduction, followed by a complete 

hip circumduction.  

2. Capture for both limbs. 

ii. Knee squats 

1. Perform a series of 5 squats to move the knee through a flexion-extension range of 

motion. 

b. For upper limb functional UWA methods: 

i. Left/Right Elbow Flexion-Extension in neutral pose 

1. Starting with elbows flexed, perform a series of 5 controlled F-E movements. 

2. The forearm should be in a neutral position (thumbs facing up at full extension) 
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Dynamic Trials 

Capture your dynamic trial data!  

Check the files are being written into the subject folder (and, if 

appropriate, the video files in the designated folders). The last thing 

you want is to complete your data collection session only to find 

there is no data (uh oh). 
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SCoRE/SARA (functional method) 

Nexus version 2 introduces the ability to calculate joint centre of rotations and axes of rotations as a processing 

operation. This requires functional trials covering joint ranges of motion for each joint that is to be estimated. For 

example, if using the UWA lower limb model, this can be achieved by capturing a hip swinger trial for each side (left and 

right) and a single squats trial, from which both knees can be processed. 

There are three operational acronyms Nexus uses for this process: 

• OCST: Optimal common shape technique (technical frame). The best way to describe OCST is that it is defining a 

technical coordinate system within Nexus. It requires you to nominate the labelled markers on a single 

segment/cluster, which Nexus then creates (and visualises) a coordinate system for; 

• SCoRE: Symmetrical centre of rotation estimation. This operation defines a single point of rotation between two 

segments, for example the hip joint centre between the pelvis and thigh segments; 

• SARA: Symmetrical axis of rotation analysis. This is an option within the SCoRE calibration operation, to be used 

when a joint operates predominantly about one degree of freedom, for example the flexion/extension of the knee. 

This operation defines a secondary point, such that vector between the SCoRE point and SARA point defines the 

axis of rotation. 

 

The calculating of functional joint centres and axes of 

rotation comprises two parts. First comes the calibration 

procedures, and second is the processing of dynamic 

trials. The following process may seem convoluted, 

however once a processing pipeline has been set up it 

may be saved and used in the future. It is best to start 

with a new or empty pipeline if this is your intention.  
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Vue Camera Integration 

If you wish to include video capture in your data collection, there 

are several intermittent steps to include in the system setup and 

post-session. Video can be a powerful analysis and presentation 

tool but takes a little extra preparation. 

Hardware setup  

Required hardware: Vue camera, tripod, 2 additional ethernet cables 

The Vue camera is mounted on the tripod and placed in the desired location, preferably in a position where it is unlikely 

to be bumped! Plug the Vue into the PoE+ (any port) using one Ethernet cable – this provides data transfer and power. 

Use another Ethernet cable to connect the PoE+ unit (any port) to a secondary PC network port (not one already used 

for the main Vicon system) – this sends the video data to the PC separately to the Vicon camera data and must be 

configured appropriately (see Nexus software setup below). Each additional Vue camera requires its own data cable to 

the PC. 

At date of publication, most users have 1GB PoE+ units (into 1GB network ports) and will require all steps. 

Note: 10GB PoE+ units do not require the additional cable to the PC, so long as they are connected to the PC via a Cat6 

cable and into a 10GB port. 

Nexus software setup 

The software will recognise any connected Vue cameras and list 

them in a Video Camera list in the System tab. 

Click once on a camera to adjust its properties and prepare it for filming. 

IP Address:  

Cycle through the available ‘IP Address’ options until a green play arrow appears next to the listed Vue. If you have more 

than one Vue connected and there is a triangle warning symbol instead of a green play button, the IP addresses are 
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conflicting (i.e. they are currently trying to access the same IP port). Adjust both addresses to find the correct 

combination. Network Setup Assistance: (https://logemas.com/knowledge-base/faq/poe-network-settings-for-vicon/) 

Capture Path:  

Each Vue also needs a valid capture path. This will ideally be to a unique SSD drive. If more than one Vue is connected 

allocate each to a different SSD. HDDs may be capable of writing Vue data but please check this during system testing – 

start capture and see if any buffer errors occur (capture will stop). 

Capture Ratio:  

Finally, set the Capture Ratio to the required choice. The setting is set as a ratio to the system capture frequency (which 

must be set first in System tab > Vicon Data > Properties). Vues can capture a maximum of 120 Hz and will limit the 

system capture rate if the Capture Ratio is not set appropriately – this will be noted in Vicon Data under Requested 

Frame Rate and Actual Frame Rate. 

For example, if the system is set to 200Hz and the Vue’s Capture Ratio is left at the default of 1:1, the system will only be 

allowed to capture at 120Hz. If the ratio is changed to 2:1, the system will be freed to capture at 200Hz and the Vue will 

now capture at 100Hz (two marker data frames per one video frame). 

Fine-Tuning the Vue 

To view the live Vue image, change to Camera view and then select from the Video Camera list. 

There are three physical calibration rings on the Vue lens. It is suggested to adjust them in the following order, but note 

the image will not be clear until the end and it is a fidgety process: 

• Aperture – middle dial: adjusts how much light is getting in. Set this as open as possible, then adjust the ‘Shutter 

Duration’ under Vue properties in Nexus. The shorter the shutter is open the clearer the images – especially for 

high-speed movements. 

• Wide/Tight – outer dial: change the capture angle from wide angle to tight angle. Tight places more focus on a 

smaller volume, wide allows a greater capture volume.  

• Focus – inner dial: this setting requires patience. It is best done with one person at the PC and the other at the 

camera. Zoom in on edges in the Nexus interface to get the best results. Stay patient! You may have to adjust the 

W/T dial again during this step as well if you can’t get a clear image. 

https://logemas.com/knowledge-base/faq/poe-network-settings-for-vicon/
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Calibration 

The Active Wand v2 must be used to calibrate the Vue cameras, ensure it is selected under ‘Wand’.  

Ensure Video Calibration Setup is Activated under ‘System Preparation’. This turns the Vues into circle fitting mode, you 

can then adjust the thresholds under ‘Properties’ as if it were a Vantage camera. This must be done to allow marker 

overlays later. 

Mask by selecting the Vues at the same time as the other cameras. 

Generally, only 500 frames are required for Vue calibration (set this under ‘DV Calibration Frames’ in the ‘Calibrate 

Cameras’ node. Calibration takes a while longer when video cameras are connected. Image error of <1.0 is acceptable 

for Vues. 

Set the volume origin using the active wand, and you’re ready to go! 
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General MoCap Considerations 

 

For Nexus, PC data handling and data collection 

 

1. Check to ensure the system setup is correct and that all the devices are working correctly before commencing 

data capture. 

2. Ensure you have all of your equipment ready prior to the subject arriving 

3. It can be a good idea to have the markers already prepared for application 

4. Have a thorough understanding of what trials – both static and dynamic – you need to capture during the data 

collection session. A check-list or data collection template is highly recommended! 

5. Check your static trials very carefully! If a marker is missing during a static trial, in particular the subject 

calibration, then it is highly likely that all the other data collected cannot be used. 

6. vvid files take up a lot of space on the hard drive. Once you have transferred and compressed the video to your 

session folder it is recommended to delete them from the hard drive (and make a back-up if required). 

7. Keep the video files recording to a separate hard drive. 

8. Backing up your trial(s) after each process is a good idea. If an error occurs at the filtering process, the trial 

needs to be reconstructed from the raw data. 
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Vicon Subjects and Skeletons 

A Vicon skeleton contains information regarding segments, markers and user-defined parameters. Vicon skeletons are 

not required for biomechanical modelling but can assist with automated features, most notably live/auto-labelling. 

A Vicon skeleton is attached to a ’Subject’. This process copies the skeleton to the active session folder, and any changes 

to the skeleton are now performed with this instance only (i.e. not the version you navigated to when attaching one). 

An active subject IS required by Nexus to run many operations. If Nexus does not let you run a pipeline or perform an 

operation, ensure there is an active Subject. To add a subject to your session, select the ‘Subject’ tab of the resources 

window and then you have the choice to: 

- Create a ‘Blank Subject’ (skeleton template can be attached later)  

- Create a ‘New Subject from Skeleton Template’, or 

- ‘Load an existing Subject’ (useful if the same participant is 

returning) 

Many users will be working with human participants and will be able 

to leverage the provided UWA skeletons for their purposes. The latest versions are highly robust and we recommend 

modifying these existing templates rather than making your own for best results. If you have an object or unusual 

marker set, it may be useful to contact the UWA team to assist with custom adjustments. 

Important 

A labelling skeleton template (VST) defines a marker set and enables Nexus to perform automatic labelling. It is not a 

biomechanical model that will output valid joint angles or other kinematic/kinetic variables. To compute valid 

kinematics or kinetics, you must either use a pre-defined biomechanical model (such as the UWA models, which 

involves running specific pipelines in Nexus) or create your own model using Vicon BodyBuilder, MATLAB, or Python. 
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VST/VSKs 

A Vicon skeleton template file (VST) contains generic segment lengths and marker positions. When it is attached to a 

subject, a copy is made in the active session folder, renamed with the subject name and becomes a Vicon skeleton (VSK). 

This VSK is then altered as you scale and adjust the open session data.  

- VST – labelling skeleton template (.vst file). Describes the generic relationship between physical markers attached 

to a subject and the skeletal structure to which the markers are attached for a certain type of subject, for example, 

a human being. 

- VSK – labelling skeleton (.vsk file). Describes the relationship between physical markers and the skeletal structure to 

which the markers are attached for a specific subject of the type described in the associated VST. For example, if 

the VST represents a human being, the VSK contains the marker arrangement and skeletal structure calibrated for 

an individual person. 

- If your project requires a custom skeleton, you can attach a VST, alter it (change/add/remove 

markers/segments/parameters) and then ‘Save Labelling Skeleton as Template’ 

- If you have multiple sessions of the same subject, you can attach the VSK from the initial session folder and 

calibrate ‘Markers Only’ for the new session. 

- If you have multiple subjects across your data collection, always attach the initial template rather than one from an 

existing subject, as repeatedly scaling a VSK can result in issues. 

- If you calibrate a skeleton but make a mistake or need to reconfigure the skeleton, you can perform one of two 

tasks, both accessible by right-clicking the subject, either: 

o Reattach the template (start from the beginning) 

o Revert to Uncalibrated (undo the calibration for that subject/session 

Resources 

Create a VST: (https://docs.vicon.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=109450661) 

Calibrate a Labelling Skeleton: (https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus212/Calibrate+a+labeling+skeleton) 

Calibration Options: (https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus212/Comparison+of+skeleton+calibration+operations) 

https://docs.vicon.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=109450661
https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus212/Calibrate+a+labeling+skeleton
https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus212/Comparison+of+skeleton+calibration+operations
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Choosing A Calibration Option: (https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus212/Choose+the+appropriate+subject+calibration+workflow)  

  

https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus212/Choose+the+appropriate+subject+calibration+workflow
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Create a Vicon Labelling Skeleton 

You can create a labelling skeleton from scratch using the 

‘Labelling Template Builder’ in the Tools panel under Subject 

Preparation. 

The easiest way to create your custom skeleton is to first 

capture a trial with your complete marker set – every marker 

including all calibration and any optional/extra markers that 

might be used. Reconstruct it in Nexus and head to the 

‘Subject Preparation’ section in the Tools panel. 

Check out this Vicon Tutorial for creating custom VSTs: 

(https://youtu.be/Z91QfRdT5EI) 

1. Create Segment 

A segment requires* three markers, so once you 

enter a name and click ‘Create’ you will be asked to 

select these markers and any additional ones also 

associated to that segment. Click ‘Create’ again to 

finalise that segment. Repeat this process for every 

segment you want in your skeleton. 

*you can exit before selecting three markers by clicking ‘Create’ however it is hard to track segments well with 

<3 points! 

2. Add Marker to Segment  

If you miss a marker or want to amend an existing skeleton, you can add markers using this tool. First you will 

need to run Kinematic Fit (KinFit) to generate the skeleton, then use this tool. 

3. Link Segments  

Once you have created all your segments, they need to be connected by joints. A joint consists of a parent and a 

child segment. When creating a segment, it is default joined to the ‘world’. Unconnected segments will prevent 

many operations running. You can select segments using the 3D workspace or the tree menu in the Subject tab. 

https://youtu.be/Z91QfRdT5EI
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4. Add/remove sticks (visualisation purposes only) 

Sticks can help quickly check whether markers are correctly labelled and orientated, but they are purely 

aesthetic and do not affect any skeleton operations. Annoyingly, when you add a marker to a segment it will 

create a stick from that marker to every existing marker on that segment, so you tend to use the ‘Delete Stick’ 

button a lot more than the ‘Create Stick’ button. 

5. Add Parameters 

Parameters contain information that might be called upon later in the biomechanical modelling process, these 

can be manually filled or auto-filled by scripts/code. 

Once you are finished you can save your skeleton as a template to be used again later (right click subject, Save Labelling 

Skeleton as Template) (.vst). 
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Data Preparation 

Reconstruction 

Reconstruction is the recreation of markers and calculation of 

trajectories in a 3D environment from 2D camera data. This is the 

first step performed on all raw data. It can be performed using the 

‘Reconstruct’ operation in the Pipelines tab or with the grey bubbles 

icon (       ) in the top toolbar, which is simply a shortcut to the inbuilt 

‘Reconstruct’ pipeline. 

For common data quality issues, adjust the following settings as 

needed: 

Environmental drift tolerance (default: 1.5) – allowable drift error 

between cameras in millimetres. Increase if markers drop in and out, 

decrease if there are lots of interference markers. 

Min. cameras to start trajectory (default: 3) – when a marker drops out, the trajectory is said to have ‘ended’. This 

setting determines how many cameras need to see the marker before it ‘returns’. Decrease to 2 if markers aren’t 

tracked well or are occluded for some portion of the trial. Warning: can greatly increase noise and ghost markers 

(markers that aren’t really there). 

Reconstruction minimum separation (default: 14) – determines how far apart marker centres need to be to be 

considered separate. Set to diameter of markers being used, especially if smaller markers are close together. 

Trajectory startup error (default: 150) – how far a marker can move between frames and either be considered a new 

trajectory or the same trajectory, in mm per second. Can improve trajectory reconstruction to increase for markers 

moving at high speeds, and decrease for dense clusters of markers (not moving at high speeds). 

Trajectory prediction error (default: 150) – works in tandem with Trajectory startup error, usually keep as same value. 
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Labelling  

Labelling is the process of allocating names to recorded trajectories which can then be called later for modelling 

purposes.  

- Marker: a single point recorded in a single frame.  

- Trajectory: a calculated line linking a marker between frames (time-varying). 

In the Nexus workspace trajectories are visualised as the blue line extending forwards and backwards from a marker 

when selected. As trajectories are calculated, they may or may not continue as expected due to markers missing in 

certain frames (gaps, exiting capture volume or occlusion), interference or ‘ghost’ markers, or markers in close proximity 

(especially with the wrist/foot).  

Note: The aim of labelling and gap filling is to have a single, continuous trajectory for each marker of interest. 

With labelling, the names are defined by the labelling skeleton template chosen and often correspond to the anatomical 

landmark on which the marker is placed (e.g. CLAV = clavicular notch, LASI = left anterior superior iliac spine), however 

always refer to the labelling skeleton for clarification. If you wish to add/remove markers, this must be done through 

modifying the labelling skeleton (see VST/VSKs section above). 
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Manual Labelling 

Tools panel > Label/Edit tab 

Subject - if there are multiple subjects in the same trial (e.g. person 

with implement), chose the one you wish to work on 

Backward - re/labels the chosen trajectory backwards from the point chosen (i.e. to the beginning of the trajectory) 

Whole - re/labels the entire trajectory 

Forward - re/labels the chosen trajectory forwards from the point 

chosen (i.e. to the end of the trajectory) 

 

Practical tip: use Forward, not Whole, for dynamic trial clean up, particularly with choppy trajectories, so you don’t go 

undoing your work (but be sure to start from the beginning of your trial!). If trajectories are particularly bad, try 

tweaking the reconstruction settings first. 

 

Marker List - markers in the .vst are generally ordered so that 

you can start from the top and work your way down. Click on 

one to select, then click on marker in 3D workspace to label 

Auto advance selection - default is ticked, this makes labelling 

the static much easier (rather than clicking between list and 

markers). Sometimes useful to turn off during trial clean up if 

you’ve got some particularly flickery data 

Swap Marker Labels - useful if trajectories ‘jump’ between 

markers, which can happen with tight clusters/wrist markers 

 

 

On viewing trajectories in the workspace: 
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3D Perspective – Good for quick visual inspection of all markers.  Blue lines extending out from a marker when selected 

can be used to look for anomalies, especially for markers in motion.  

 

Graph > Components - Shows XYZ values for selected trajectory. Very useful in identifying marker swaps which are not 

often detectable in 3D Perspective, particularly when markers are not otherwise in motion (see frame 600-1000 

below for example) 
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Auto-Labelling 

Auto-labelling trials can significantly reduce your time spent in data processing however it requires some setup which, if 

not performed correctly, can result in more work to fix than manually labelling everything from the beginning!  

Auto-labelling can be run in real-time during data capture, or calibrated and applied in post, the setup process is the 

same. For the process to work, you need a calibrated Vicon Skeleton associated with the session.  

For a detailed work-through please visit the official Vicon documentation: 

 (https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus212/Calibrate+a+labeling+skeleton) 

Real-Time Auto-Labelling 

1. Create a subject (name appropriately) and attach a Vicon Skeleton (either a VST or VSK). 

2. Navigate to the ‘Subject Preparation’ node in the Tools 

panel 

3. Capture a static A-pose trial, 5 s will be sufficient. The 

software will now take you offline 

4. Reconstruct trial, ensure ALL MARKERS are present (if not, 

repeat step 3) 

5. Go to pipeline ‘Auto Initialize Labelling’  

a. Try running the first operation ‘Autolabel Static Frame’ – ensure markers are labelled correctly (CTRL+Space 

turns marker labels on); if any markers are incorrectly labelled, fix manually or reconstruct trial again and 

manually label  

b. Once fully labelled, run the second operation ‘Scale Subject’ to scale the VSK to the person (you can visualise 

what happens here by running the KinFit button on the top toolbar before scaling) 

c. Finally, run ‘Marker-Only Subject Calibration’ 

https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus212/Calibrate+a+labeling+skeleton
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6. Save the subject and the static trial. 

7. Return online, check the labelling is tracking correctly. 

If you successfully calibrate your Vicon Skeleton for live view auto-labelling, you can skip directly to ‘Reconstruct and 

Label’ in post-processing without any intermediatory steps as you’re already set up! 

Auto-Labelling in Post 

The process is very similar to real-time auto-labelling except you have already recorded all the data. This must include 

the 5 s static A-pose trial, as we still need that to calibrate our Vicon Skeleton. You may also choose to recalibrate your 

skeleton in post if auto-labelling was rushed/sub-optimal during the data capture session. 

1. Create a subject (name appropriately) and attach a Vicon Skeleton (either a VST or VSK). 

2. Open your static A-pose trial, reconstruct trial, ensure ALL MARKERS are present 

3. Go to pipeline ‘Auto Initialize Labelling’  

a. Try running the first operation ‘Autolabel Static Frame’ – ensure markers are labelled correctly (CTRL+Space 

turns marker labels on); if any markers are incorrectly labelled, fix manually or reconstruct trial again and 

manually label  

b. Once fully labelled, run the second operation ‘Scale Subject’ to scale the VSK to the person (you can visualise 

what happens here by running the KinFit button on the top toolbar before scaling) 

c. Finally, run ‘Marker-Only Subject Calibration’ 

4. Save the subject and the static trial. 

5. Open a dynamic trial and try ‘Reconstruct and Label’ 
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Notes 

Once you’re comfortable with the pre-set calibration pipeline you may explore the more advanced features. Other 

skeleton calibration operations are: 

- Static Skeleton Calibration – performs scaling and marker calibration in one 

- Functional Skeleton Calibration – performs scaling and marker calibration in one, taking into account positions of 

markers throughout a trial. If you have a range of motion trial you can further refine your skeleton by calibrating it 

with the movements of the joints. WARNING: if your participant exceeds the joint ROM used to calibrate the 

skeleton during the dynamic trials it can prevent autolabelling. 

- Functional Skeleton Calibration (Markers Only) – performs marker calibration only, across an entire trial 

Some tips for assisting Vicon Skeleton calibration 

- You can visualise how well your skeleton is calibrated by running KinFit (kinematic fit operation) on your static trial. 

This fits the attached skeleton to your recorded marker data, if there is an obvious mismatch is size or marker 

positions (there will appear to be a doubling up of markers/sticks) then the calibration has not been performed or 

has not been successful. Note KinFit doesn’t affect your recorded data at all, to remove the overlay simply reopen 

your trial 

- You can view your attached skeleton 

anytime in the workspace by selecting 

Subject Viewer in the drop down menu 

(below 3D Perspective, Graph, etc). A quick 

visual check might help troubleshoot any 

issues you have 

 

Resources 

Calibrate a Labelling Skeleton: 

(https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus212/Calibrate+a+labeling+skeleton) 

https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus212/Calibrate+a+labeling+skeleton
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Calibration Options: (https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus212/Comparison+of+skeleton+calibration+operations) 

Choosing A Calibration Option: (https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus212/Choose+the+appropriate+subject+calibration+workflow)  

 

 

Left: doubling up of features after running KinFit indicates the Skeleton has not been calibrated for this data session yet 

Right: if the Skeleton aligns well with the recorded data after running KinFit then calibration appears successful and you 

can move on to auto-labelling your trials!  

https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus212/Comparison+of+skeleton+calibration+operations
https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus212/Choose+the+appropriate+subject+calibration+workflow
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Trajectory Gap Filling 

Gap filling is required for marker drop out which can be a result of poor calibration or obstruction of the physical 

markers from camera view. It can be very tedious work, so it is well worth spending extra time calibrating your Vicon 

System to maximise data tracking. Adjusting the default Reconstruct and Label advanced settings can also immensely 

reduce manual data clean up, (see previous sections for details). 

There are several options for gap filling and each has advantages and 

limitations. Unfortunately, there is no hard and fast runs for the best fill 

option, it is best to pick the most appropriate fill for each gap, even 

along the same trajectory.  

a. Spline fill – missing data mathematically 

estimated, alternative name to Woltring fill.  

Mathematically calculates the missing 

trajectory positions using several frames of 

data either side of the gap, so it is only useful 

if there is an unbroken trajectory before and 

after the target gap. Recommended for small 

gaps <20 frames, depending on capture rate). 

Noise at gap ends (trajectory tails) can throw 

this fill off.  

b. Pattern fill – missing data estimated from 1 

source marker trajectory. 

Useful if chosen trajectory marker gap mimics. Important to visually assess this one from all angles. Does not 

account for rotations very well. 

c. Rigid Body fill – missing data estimated from 3 source trajectories on the same rigid segment.  

Only use if all source markers are located on the same rigid body segment (e.g. pelvis, head, femur). Source 

trajectories selected must have zero gaps themselves. Generally the best quality option if the criteria above are 

met. 
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d. Kinematic Fill – missing data estimated from kinematic fit of Vicon Skeleton.  

Requires kinematic fitting (KinFit) to be performed on the trial. Can be useful in some circumstances, especially 

if not many other gaps which throw out the skeleton fitting. 

a. Cyclic fill – missing data estimated from marker’s previous trajectory.  

Good for repeated movements (walking, cycling, multiple squats, etc.). However, if noise/abnormalities are 

present, they may be taken as the norm and repeated with this option. 

Tools panel > Label/Edit tab 

The gaps for the trial that you are working on will be in a drop-down list.  

Simply click on the marker and the workspace will show you the missing 

trajectory. Gaps will be visible along the time bar as yellowed sections, 

corresponding to the missing frames. The blue cones can be clicked and 

dragged to extend the gap, useful when there is noise to either side of the 

gap that you would like to fill over. 
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Gaps can also be viewed in the workspace using the Graph view, which sometimes provides a more useful perspective 

on which gap fill option is more appropriate. In the graph view, the yellow triangles underneath the graph are equivalent 

to the blue cones and can be clicked and dragged to extend the gap. 

 

 

Tip: A gap filling option will only be available (not greyed out) when all the conditions have been met for that option. If 

an option isn’t available consider what it requires – if that isn’t possible you will need to choose another option. 

 

Tip: You can run a pipeline operation ‘Fill Gaps – Woltring’ across an entire trial to fill gaps, however it is limited and 

automatic gap filling is generally discouraged. Keep the settings to fill small gaps only (up to 5 frames) and see how 

effective it is before continuing. 

 

Tip: Unfortunately, there is no short cut to becoming proficient at gap filling, just jump in and start spending time with 

data! 
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Modelling Flow 

UWA Modelling flow 

Before doing any modelling, ensure the trials to be used are fully gap-filled and properly labelled. The pipelines won’t 

run if there are gaps, and markers accidentally swapped around will cause issues with the model outputs. A simplified 

version of this section has been provided as a separate checklist pdf, that gives a shorter overview to the steps outlined 

below. 

Static Model 

To run the static model, you will need to use the A-pose trial that you collected at the beginning of your data capture. 

- Subject measurements required – input these in the Resources panel 

> Subjects tab (subject selected) > Properties section. 

o Body mass (kg) 

o Height (millimetres – people sometimes get tripped up 

by this one) 

o Inter ASIS distance (mm) 

o Foot length (both left and right) – (mm) 
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Other parameter settings: 

o If your participant is female enter 1  

o If your participant is an adult enter 

1 

o If you are using the pointer to 

define anatomical landmarks enter 

1 

 

 

To determine the methods of joint centre and axis 

of rotation select from the following: 

o For shoulder joint centre definition either use: 

▪ 1 for the generic offset method – this method is the average location of the shoulder joint 

centre on a population of 15 healthy males in MRI. Accuracy of this technique relative to MRI 

was 12mm. Inter-tester reliability error was 9mm. 

▪ 2 for the regression equation method – this method was based on the same population based 

on subject height, mass, the C7, sternum marker and acromion triad. Accuracy of this technique 

relative to MRI was 12mm. Inter-tester reliability error was 6mm. 

o For the definition of the elbow helical axis: 

▪ 0 uses pointer or marker defined humeral epicondyles for the definitions 

▪ 1 uses the UWA functional axis code – this method has been validated through UWA testing 

procedures. (RECOMMENDED) 

▪ 2 uses the SCoRE/SARA pipeline – caution should be taken as this has not been validated for the 

elbow.  

o For hip centre rotation: 

▪ 0 uses the generic offset from the pelvis. Uses hip joint centre of Orthtrak (Shea et al., 1997) 

▪ 1 uses the functionally defined HJC from the UWA functional code, updates to the nexus SCoRE 

pipeline have adopted and added to these methods.  

▪ 2 uses the functionally defined HJC from the SCoRE pipeline (RECOMMENDED) 

o For the helical knee axis definition: 

▪ 0 uses the simple femoral epicondyle positions to define the knee joint centre 

0 = uses the simple femoral epicondyle positions 0,2 
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▪ 2 uses the SCoRE/SARA pipeline in Nexus to define the knee joint centre (RECOMMENDED) 

Once parameters have been inputted: 

- If using Functional or Pointer methods you will need to run those calibrations prior to the A-pose 

calibration. If you are not using either of those methods run either the lower body or upper body static 

model. 

Pointer Calibration Trials - Optional 

If you have chosen to use the pointer you will need to complete the following steps: 

o Open the first pointer trial and label the required markers 

o For pointer trials only label the pointer wand only and associated segment cluster (e.g. If 

pointing at right knee lateral or medial femoral condyle only label the right thigh cluster 

and pointer). 

o The pointer is used to identify anatomical landmarks with respect to the marker cluster of the 

associated segment (e.g. Left femoral condyle relative to the Left thigh cluster). Therefore, it is 

imperative that all 6 markers on the pointer in addition to the markers of the associated cluster are 

captured in these trials. The pointer is labelled with the first marker (PNTR1) being the closest to twelve 

o’clock, with the marker closest to the subject labelled as what the device is pointing to (e.g. pLLFC).  

o Select the subject pane, right-click and choose ‘Revert to Uncalibrated’ so that the pointer 

markers repopulate in the label list 

o After labelling the markers run the UWA static modelling pipeline 
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o Repeat this for the remaining pointer trials 

 

 

If you are only using the pointer method, you will need to run either the lower body or upper body static model now 

on the a-pose static calibration trial. 
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Functional Calibration - Optional 

SCoRE/SARA methods 

To begin the SCoRE/SARA process, the relevant segments must be defined by 

using the ‘Calibrate OCST’ operation. Each ‘Calibrate OCST’ operation requires 

you to input the marker names for that segment/cluster exactly as they are 

labelled in the data, and allocate the target segment a name. It is best to keep 

things simple: Pelvis, RThigh, RTibia, etc. The ‘Align’ option is not necessary for 

our intended modelling purposes. You can think of an OCST as a technical 

coordinate system within which we can store the centres and axes of rotation 

during the upcoming steps. 

Once the required segments are calibrated, the ‘Calibrate SCoRE/SARA’ 

operation can be used. This requires entering the parent and child segment 

names that you allocated during the ‘Calibrate OCST’ stage, and selecting 

whether SARA should be run.  

• Do not use SARA for joints without separate axes of rotation, i.e. a ball 

and socket/hip joint  

• Use SARA for joints that do have a predominant and isolated axis of 

rotation, i.e. a hinge/knee (flexion/extension) joint 

If performed correctly, a centre of rotation virtual marker will be output. If 

SARA is selected a secondary marker and a red dashed axis of rotation line will 

be visible. 

Example - for a typical UWA lower limb analysis we would collect two hip 

swinger and one squat functional trials: 

a. Left hip joint centre: between the pelvis and left thigh segments. 

Open left hip swinger trial, perform ‘Calibrate OCST’ for the pelvis 

and left thigh segments 

b. ‘Calibrate SCoRE/SARA’ for the left hip  
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c. Run the static lower body modelling pipeline on the first frame of the swinger trial for the left hip 

d. Right hip joint centre: between the pelvis and right thigh segments. Open right hip swinger trial, the 

‘Calibrate OCST’ for the pelvis is already set up, only have to create one for the right thigh 

e. ‘Calibrate SCoRE/SARA’ for the right hip 

f. Run the static lower body modelling pipeline on the first frame of the 

swinger trial for the right hip 

g. Knee joint centres/axes of rotation: between the thigh and 

shank/tibia segments. Open the squats trial. ‘Calibrate OCST’ 

operations for the thighs already exist, so only have to create one for 

the shank/tibia segments. Then we can perform ‘Calibrate 

SCoRE/SARA’ – with SARA selected this time – to calculate knee joint 

centre and flexion/extension axis of rotation 

h. Run the static lower body modelling pipeline on the first frame of the 

squat trial 

You can now save your pipeline for future use. Once we have performed SCoRE/SARA calibration we can see the outputs 

under the ‘Subjects’ tab, but the best check is to visually assess the output markers are in appropriate positions.  

If you are only using lower body functional methods, you will need to run the lower body static model now on the a-

pose static calibration trial. 

UWA upper body functional methods 

If you are using the UWA upper body model you are required to capture one calibration trials: 

i. Left/Right Elbow Flexion-Extension in neutral pose 

To process these trials, follow complete these steps: 

1. Label only the distal upper arm and forearm clusters  

2. For each individual calibration trial run the SARA pipeline - this includes a “Calibrate 

OCST” pipeline and a “Calibrate SCoRE/SARA” pipeline with SARA selected. Make sure 

that you change the parent and child segments for the upper arm and forearm. 
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If you are using upper body functional methods, you will need to run the upper body static model now on the a-pose 

static calibration trial. 

 

Dynamic Trial Modelling 

Once you have completed your static modelling you can then move on to modelling your dynamic movement trials. 

Note that if you have used any of the optional pointer or functional methods you are required to go back to your static 

A-pose trial and process the static model again. Once that is completed you can continue with the following steps: 

- Open your first dynamic trial and run the dynamic modelling file (either lower body or upper body) 

- Check your data outputs 

- Once you are happy with your outputs you can run the dynamic modelling process for all the remaining trials. 

o Nexus allows you to batch process trials which can save you time during the modelling process. 

- Export your data 

o Create a pipeline with the ‘Export ASCII’ pipeline operation – exports to CSV 

o Additional normalised, SPM, spatio-temporal and jump height/length scripts are often 

used at this final step dependent on the assessment needed. 
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Handling Vue Video Files 

Introduction 

Once you’ve captured data with your Vue cameras, you need to ‘transfer’ it to the session folder with the rest of the 

datafiles. During this transfer we have the additional option to encode the video footage. This step is necessary for a 

couple of reasons: 

1. The raw video is usually written to a separate drive (an SSD where possible), away from the other recorded data, 

due to the intensive write speeds required to capture the video. 

2. The raw files are large and can take up a lot of valuable hard drive space. Encoding the video can compress the file 

to a much more manageable size. 

3. The video is saved in a raw VVID (Vicon Video) format. This can be viewed in the Vicon Video Viewer, which is 

installed alongside your main Vicon software, however it can’t be opened in any other software (including other 

Vicon softwares). Encoding allows us to output the video in a more accessible format, in this instance, AVI. 

Basic Video Transfer  

To transfer video, you will need to be on the machine that recorded the original data/video, with the VVIDs still in the 

place they were originally saved (this is the Capture Path option under each Vue Camera in the system tab). If the VVIDs 

have been moved it is extremely difficult to perform the transfer, so please perform this step immediately following 

data collection!  

To transfer video:  

1. Open the file transfer/batch processing interface tab 

2. Select the File Transfer tab 

3. Select the trials you want to transfer video for  

4. Choose video compression, and click Transfer Files 
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There is also the option to export with no video compression, simply leave/select None. The AVI outputs from this 

setting are massive, however if you are on a PC without any other options or are pressed for time you can select this 

option and amend later (see Apply a Codec to Video below).  

 

Logemas and Vicon recommend using the ffdshow plugin to create manageable video files with no noticeable loss in 

quality (see Set Up FFDShow Codec for Vicon). 

Set Up FFDShow Codec for Vicon 

1. Download the plugin: (https://www.vicon.com/software/third-party/ffd-show/) 

2. Extract/decompress the folder 

3. Run ffdshow_rev3562_20100907.exe  

a. Ensure other Vicon software is closed 

b. Accept all default settings 

4. Run VFW configuration 

https://www.vicon.com/software/third-party/ffd-show/
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a. Enter these settings (feel free to customise, but I found these ones work well): 
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Apply A Codec to Video 

If you’ve transferred videos in raw format (no compression), you can still apply a codec to get smaller video files. Check 

out the video here, or follow these steps: 

1. Open trial in Vicon software (Nexus, Shogun) 

2. Select operation Apply Codec to Video from Available Operations 

3. Set properties 

a. Choose codec (ffdshow if available, see Set Up FFDShow Codec for Vicon) 

b. Keep Backup (if deselected only the newly transcoded video will be kept) 

c. Remove Interlacing (default: off) 

 

  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tUG_rlcIkFHKCvEoBD33YXeeMvH0E9JMlc2MjLB2cqo/edit#heading=h.8yu0ptxs1cpw
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MATLAB Integration  

It is now simple to read data into MATLAB without having to export and import CSVs. Nexus MATLAB integration allows 

MATLAB to access the open trial and import any of the data directly – trajectory, device, metadata or other. This allows 

you to build MATLAB functions into your processing pipeline, opening a world of more powerful processing and data 

organisation. 

Setup 

1. Check you have the latest version of Nexus installed (https://www.vicon.com/software/nexus/) 

2. Add the Nexus SDK folder (with subfolders) to the MATLAB path, default location: 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Vicon\Nexus2.11\SDK\Matlab 

Nexus must be running and have a trial open to read data across. The command to open the portal between Nexus and 

MATLAB is vicon = ViconNexus(); 

Example  

vicon = ViconNexus(); 

  

% Trial Data 

Subject = vicon.GetSubjectNames() 

Rate = vicon.GetFrameRate() 

[Mass,~] = 

vicon.GetSubjectParam(Subject{1},'Bodymass') % Read in any parameter 

[Path,Name] = vicon.GetTrialName() 

% Model Outputs 

Model_Outputs_List = vicon.GetModelOutputNames(Subject{1}); 

for i = 1:length(Model_Outputs_List) 

    r = Model_Outputs_List{1,i}; 

    Model_Outputs_Data.(r) = vicon.GetModelOutput(Subject{1}, Model_Outputs_List{1,i}); 

end 

Support 

- Display all Nexus SDK commands: methods ViconNexus 

- To display help, at the MATLAB command prompt, enter: help ViconNexus/[commandName] 

- E.g.: help ViconNexus/GetTrajectory 

https://www.vicon.com/software/nexus/
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- List of commands (https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus212/MATLAB+commands+for+use+with+Nexus) 

- Troubleshooting (https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus212/MATLAB+troubleshooting)  

Appendices 

Appendix 1 – Clinical Gait Models and Marker Sets 

Clinical Gait Models 

pyCGM2 Project Homepage: https://pycgm2.netlify.app/ 

CGM1.0 – Plugin Gait 

 https://pycgm2.netlify.app/cgm/cgm1.0/ 

CGM2.1 – Hip joint centre alteration 

 https://pycgm2.netlify.app/cgm/cgm2.1/  

CGM2.2 – Inverse Kinematics as segmental pose algorithm 

 https://pycgm2.netlify.app/cgm/cgm2.2/ 

CGM2.3 – Wand marker removal, marker clusters added to thigh and tibia 

 https://pycgm2.netlify.app/cgm/cgm2.3/ 

CGM2.4 – A two-segment foot model 

 https://pycgm2.netlify.app/cgm/cgm2.4/ 

  

https://d.docs.live.net/0066993bfde4771b/Desktop/List%20of%20commands
https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus212/MATLAB+commands+for+use+with+Nexus
https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus211/MATLAB+troubleshooting
https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus212/MATLAB+troubleshooting
https://pycgm2.netlify.app/
https://pycgm2.netlify.app/cgm/cgm1.0/
https://pycgm2.netlify.app/cgm/cgm2.1/
https://pycgm2.netlify.app/cgm/cgm2.2/
https://pycgm2.netlify.app/cgm/cgm2.3/
https://pycgm2.netlify.app/cgm/cgm2.4/
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UWA Marker Set 

For a visual guide on placement head to this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wf3FtDhgENA  

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wf3FtDhgENA
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